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Lots of things on our November agenda!
Chod will finish up his digital downsizing

overview...pdf's and lots more. Do you have a
newer machine? Do you use iOS 8 or

Yosemite?
Tell us about your experience.

November 1st brings the usual refreshments
and lots of great member interaction.

Bring a friend!!
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by James Martin/CNET

The iPadAir2 and the iPadMini3 areApple's latest tablets, but join an existing family of devices that the company
plans to continue selling at discounted prices. Apple has never sold somany different types of iPad tablets all at the same
time.

After the debut of the iPadAir 2 and the iPadMini 3 last week, Apple now sells five different models, allowing for
56 configurations with prices from $249 to $829.With so many choices, the iPad lineup is starting to look less and less
like the "simple and elegant" design mantra Apple uses to describe its products

It's hard to say definitively yet whether having so many options will confuse consumers or, worse, if it's evidence of
a defensiveApple reacting to competitors and a sputtering tabletmarket.Criticswho thinkApple isn't the trailblazing
company it once was question whether CEO TIm Cook's leadership is steering the gadget maker toward a more
confusing and less profitable array of products.Having thatmany choices isn't a product philosophy espoused byApple
co-founder Steve Jobs, who unveiled the iPad in 2010 and handed over the reins of the company to Cook in 2011.

If you walked into an Apple store four years ago, when the tablet market had yet to come into its own, the consumer
choicewas in linewith that Jobsian vision. Potential iPadbuyers only had to consider a fewquestions: howmuch storage
(16, 32 or 64 gigabytes), and whether the tablet would to work solely onWi-Fi networks or have cellular connectivity.
As the iPad won over fans (the company sold 225million units since its debut), the tablet marketmatured and competi-
tors flooded the market with their own devices.

Choosing an iPad...

( continues )
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( continues )

Apple's full iPad lineup is now more complex than ever,
offering five differentmodels at the same time. Screenshot
by Nick Statt/CNET

Applebegantooffermorechoices to lureconsumerswho
didn't think a higher-end, 9.7-inch model was the perfect
fit -- the same strategy it employed to win over a mass
market audience for its iPoddigitalmediaplayer and isnow
doing with the iPhone.

For the iPad, theexpansionof theproduct linemeantnot
just a smaller tablet -- the 7.9-inch iPadMini, which debut-
ed inOctober 2012 --but a reinventionof the9.7-inchmod-
el with last year's pencil-thin iPadAir. Almost every time a
new model was announced, Apple discontinued an older
product to streamline consumer choice. The iPad 2 re-
placed the first generation model, the iPad 3 was quickly
replaced by the fourth iteration, and the iPad 4 was re-
placed by the iPad Air.

Yet now, Apple is keeping both the first- and second-
generation iPadMini available alongside the first iPadAir.
The iPad Mini 3, which got only only 40 seconds of stage
time fromApple marketing VP Phil Schiller at Thursday's
product launch, is only slightly different from its older
sibling: it adds more storage and the Touch ID fingerprint
sensor in the home key. That Apple kept the iPad Mini 2
on board at a reduced price of $299 already has reviewers
advising consumers to steer clear of theMini 3 and
opt for thecheaperMini 2, a rarity for acompanyknownfor
driving consumers upward and commanding premium
prices for the best hardware.

"Tim Cook is trying to compete with Samsung,"
Enderle said. "The customer instead of having a
clear choice has a hard choice."

The role of cheaper iPads

So what's the deal? Analysts say it may be a sign that
Samsung, Apple's chief rival in the market for tablets and
smartphones, is winning away more customers with the
many models it sells across numerous product lines at
different prices.

That choice manifests itself in consumer doubt around
how to avoidmaking a buyingmistake like buying the 16GB
iPadMini 3 when you actually wanted the 64GB iPadMini
2. "Theyhave somanyobsoleteproducts in themarket right
now that it's pretty damn hard for the consumer," Enderle
said. "Therein lies the difficulty for Apple longterm."

There are other factors at play, too. Tablets aren't sold
at a reducedor subsidizedpricebywireless carriers.That's
driven consumers toholdon to them longerbecause there
aren't cellular carrier subsidies driving you to upgrade ev-
ery twoyears (or less).Applehasbuilt its smartphonebusi-
ness by urging consumers to get the best and latest
iPhone. But it can't mirror that strategy easily with the
iPad. Much of that has to do with the maturing of the
tablet market

Though Apple has sold 225 million iPads since the de-
vice's introduction in 2010 and has more than 675,000
dedicated apps for the gadget, the company's tablet share
has dropped from 33 percent to 27 percent in the second
quarter of 2014, according to market researcher
IDC.The iPad is stillApple's second-best sellingproduct
line behind the iPhone at about 15 percent to 20 percent
of revenue (the iPhone accounts for more than half of
revenue).

Yet while the tablet market is expected to continue
growing, with consumers expected to buy as many as 229
million units this year, its growth is estimated to have
slowed from a substantial 55 percent increase last year to
as little as 11 percent in 2014, accordingtoa forecast in
a report from research firm Gartner this month

Giventhatcompetingdevices fromcompanies including
Samsung, Google and Amazon sell at prices below the
iPad, Apple is wading into tricky waters. Google's newest
tablet, the Nexus 9, is a quality device that stacks up well
against the iPadAir 2, but is priced like an iPadAir at $399.

There's also the effect itmay have on the brand. "I think
it's a bad ideas to sell old products as current. It degrades
the brand," Enderle said.

But that may be where having a wide array of choices
comes in strategically, says Rhoda Alexander, director of
tablet and monitor research at IHS Technology.

"What happens is that Apple starts the customer out on
a choice selection of the product that's affordable," she
said. That range is now as low as $249 for a 16 GB first-
generation iPad Mini, a 2-year-old device that lacks the
frills of its newer siblings.

"It's all carefully calibrated tomove the customer up the
decision tree." Rhoda Alexander, IHS Technology

Choosing an iPad...



Inotherwords,Apple's strategymaybe to get consumers
into storeswith lower-pricedmodels -- and rethinking how
muchmoney they're willing to spend when they see what a
little more cash can buy them in terms of features. "When
you want to move up...to the 64 GB model or to have the
gold casing, you think, 'Now that I'm here, do I want this
product or the 9.7-inch Air?' Because they're the same
price," Alexander said.

In that sense, Alexander says, "it's all carefully calibrated
tomovethecustomerupthedecisiontree."Soeventhough
a tabletmaybe something you shop for only once every few
years, getting more consumers to want that tablet in the
first place -- using the $249 iPad Mini for instance -- gets
them thinking about how much bang for their buck they
can get once they begin considering, say, the iPad Air 2 for
only $500

There is still the possibility that consumers may look at
Apple's charts and come away scratching their heads.
"There's the risk of that, particularly for someone who is
just coming into the product line," Alexander said.

The differentiation for iPads isn't quite as obvious -- the
smaller iPadMini can be held more easily in one hand and
can fit more comfortably in a purse or backpack. But
consumers will still be using them in very much the same
way, with the same apps in the same tablet environment
that tends to be when we're at home connected toWi-Fi.
That poses a problem when you cannot easily pinpoint

Are five iPads toomuch?

However, Apple has played this game before with the
iPod. The original iPod, with 5GB of storage, was the one
and only device in 2001. By 2009, Apple had moved
through multiple iterations of every iPod model it
unveiled -- delivering the Shuffle,Mini, Classic andTouch
-- changing up the designs and adding colors. The
experimentation paid off and the iPod became the
dominant digital media player in the world.

With the iPod, each model played a unique role that
consumerscould identify -- the iPodShuffle forexercising,
the Touch for game players who don't listen to a lot of
music, the Classic for iTunes junkies. With the iPhone
now too, consumers are given an obvious choice between
big and bigger screen sizes.

which tasks the Mini or the Air are better for. Alexander
says that Apple will have to offer clarity there, but that its
in-person stores are designed to tackle those kinds of
consumer questions.

In Closing...

Having 56 iPad configurations isn't as
messy as it sounds

Wi-Fi is purportedly faster, with Apple claiming a 2.8x
speed increase and 802.11ac support.
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when you consider the things consumers most care about
-- color, storage amount, and display -- are easily
communicated. "The product line is maturing. There's
more to offer," Alexander added. "There's not necessarily
a reason to discontinue old products."

The Air 2 gets a huge upgrade in potential graphics
performance, thanks to the new A8X CPU, custom-made
for the tablet. According to Apple, the new chip has a
second-generation 64-bit architecture, houses 3 billion
transistors and compared to the iPhone6's A8 chip, has a
40 percent faster CPUwhile itsGPU is 2.5 times faster. As
a gamer finding himself gamingmore andmore on a tablet,
those details excite me the most.

The Apple iPad Air 2 starts at $499 (£399, AU$619),
finally includes Apple's TouchID fingerprint sensor and at
6.1 millimeters thick, is -- according to Apple -- currently
the world's thinnest tablet. The tablet weighs 0.96 pound
or 437g -- 0.98 pound/444g for cellular -- which is about
0.07 pound/32g lighter than the original iPad Air.

The tablet includes the newM8motion coprocessor, last
seen in the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus. The chip tracks motion,
calibrates sensors, and acts as a barometer.

Don't expect people to stop using their iPads to take
pictures anytime soon. The iSight camera is now an 8-
megapixel shooter --up from5megapixelson theAir --with
a burst mode for taking a bunch of photos in succession.
The rear camera also supports time-lapse, slow-motion,
and 1080p video recording.

Choosing an iPad...
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( continues )

“This is an amazing camera, but sometimes it can be%
$#&@^% stupid,” says developer William Wilkinson in
the introductory video to Manual [https://
itunes.apple.com/us/app/manual-custom-exposure-
camera/id917146276?ls=1&mt=8&at=10l5PW], a new
camera app for iOS8 that provides nearly complete control
over your iPhone’s camera.

Wilkinsonhas a point. I’ve often foundmyself struggling
to tell the iPhone’s camera exactly what to do, especially
when it comes to what object in the scene I want to focus
on.But foramere$1.99, younowcantakecompletecontrol
of your iPhone’s camera
.
A bit of a disclaimer:My skills

are nowhere near those of
photographers like occasional
TidBITSwriterCharlesMaurer
or our own Jeff Carlson. I
struggled through my
university’s photography class,
eking out a hard-fought C. But,
I’vemanaged to learn enough to
take some decent baby photos.

For those who aren’t familiar
with the fundamentals of
photography (and these days,
youdon’t really need tobe), they
all revolve around controlling
howmuch light is captured in an
image, as determined by
aperture, ISO, and shutter
speed:
• Aperture: In simple terms, theaperturedetermines the

size of the hole capturing light. Aperture is
measured in f-stops, and the smaller the number,
the larger the hole. So an aperture of f/1.4 is much
larger than f/8. A lens’s stated aperture size is the
largest size it can open up to. So if a camera lens is
rated at f/2.5, that’s the widest it can open, and the
most light it can let in.

• ISO: Referring to the ISO 5800:2001 standard, the
ISO setting on cameras determines how sensitive
to light the film or digital sensor is. In the days of
film, ISO was determined by what film you had in

the camera, but in the digital era, it’s a software
setting. Higher ISO settings capture more light,
but also introduce visible noise. Ideally, you want
to use the lowest ISO setting you can get awaywith
to minimize noise.

• Shutter speed: How quickly a camera’s shutter opens
and closes is measured by its shutter speed, in
fractions of a second. The faster the shutter, the
less light is allowed in, and the less risk of image
blurring. A slow shutter speed lets more light in,
but since the exposure is longer, any movement of
the camera or the subject will result in blurring.

At one time, you had to be
familiar with all of these
fundamentals — and how to
adjust them on your camera— to
take a decent photo. But even
with most cameras now
attempting to be idiot-proof,
understanding these basics
enables you to pull off some neat
tricks. For instance, if I’m trying
to photograph an active baby in a
dimly lit room, I know I need to
max out shutter speed, open my
aperture up as wide as possible,
and increase ISO. If I wanted a
motion blur effect, I would slow
downthe shutter speed,but since
that causes more light to be
captured, I would also tighten
the aperture and reduce ISO.

Until iOS 8, Apple didn’t permit such control over the
iPhone’s camera. The iPhone’s processor (and the
dedicated image processor in recent iPhone models)
automatically selects the settings tomake the best image it
can, and usually does a good job. But now, thanks to the
increased freedomoffered todevelopers in iOS8 tocontrol
those aspects, an app like Manual has become possible.

But doesManual deliver on its tantalizing promise of
offering complete, SLR-like control to the serious
iPhonographer? Yes and no

Manual Gives You Total iPhone Camera Control
by Josh Centers
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Manual lets you adjust a number of settings, most of
which weren’t accessible before iOS 8:

• Exposure compensation
• ISO
• Manual focus
• Shutter speed
• White balance

You probably noticed the big omission: aperture!
Unfortunately, the iPhone’s camera has a fixed aperture:
f/2.2 onmy iPhone 6.Sinceadjusting theaperture is a
keyway to control exposure, I can’t domanyof the
things onmy iPhone that I can onmyCanonEOS-
M.

I have a simple camera trick I like to use for testing. To
capture a motion-blur effect, I slow down the shutter
speed, adjust aperture and ISO as needed, and then wave
my hand in front of the camera while snapping a picture.

On the EOS-M, this is easily accomplished. However,
with my iPhone 6 andManual, it’s a lot more difficult.
Since I can’t control aperture, it’s easy to blow out the
image with too much light, resulting in a white rectangle
instead of a picture. I was able to pull off a similar effect on
both cameras, but it took some trial and error inManual.
..
Ofcourse, thishardware limitation isoutside theManual

developers’ control. But I have a few other issues as well.
Sometimes, touch targets are unresponsive, which, to be
fair, seems to be a common bug with apps on the iPhone 6

and may thus be iOS 8’s fault. Also, when I dial down the
shutter speed, the viewfinder responds in kind, displaying
jerky video of what I’m looking at. While it sort of makes
sense, no other camera I’ve used does that, so it’s
disconcerting. Finally,Manual doesn’t have a… manual.
Just a terse FAQ [ http://shootmanual.co/faq]. I think a lot
of amateur photographers would appreciate at least an
overview of what each function does.

If you’re interested in iPhone photography, you’ve
probably already dropped the $1.99 to start playing with
Manual,. I don’t blame you. In fact, I fully expect much
betterphotographers thanI todoamazing thingswith it—
I’ve been impressed by what people have been able to
squeeze out of even earlier iPhone cameras. But set your
expectations accordingly. While the iPhone has an
amazing camera for a phone, it’s still a phone camera.

But if you’re not a photography buff, you don’t
need Manual. The iPhone 6’s camera and image
processor combine for better photos than I could take
withmy iPhone 5, and in iOS8, youcanadjust exposure and
focus by tapping objects in the viewfinder screen. If you
justwant topull out your iPhoneandsnapadecent-looking
photo without manual intervention, the built-in Camera
app is tough to beat.

.
Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2014

TidBITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008
TidBITS Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative

Manual
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David,
Excuse the slow response. I too have been doing double duty. It seems to be the way it is when working with

Non-Profit Organizations. "You Gotta Love It" or run the other way as fast as you can.
I wish I could get to more MACNJ meetings but I now live 3 hours away. I came to the last meeting to hear

what Chod had to say about changing over to a "Paperless Office". His presentation helped me in the best way
and made the trip extra valuable, above just seeing the old gang. I am going to purchase the ebook he
recommended, Paperless and find a cozy corner to sit and read it. A good one for a cold winter day.
As far as "me" goes. I was laid off last Christmas. This sounds bad but it was the best thing that ever happened

to me. With my back against the wall, it forced me to go into my own business and hopefully compete with all
these "Red Neck Construction Companies" that are out here. I did major radical advertising, most through
networking by volunteering with many local non-profits. I guess it worked for my "one man show" can't keep up
with all the estimates and projects. I am at the point were I am going to have to pick and choose my future
projects.
So now you know why I was very interested in Chod's presentation. In order to keep myself from going crazy, I

have to automate the office procedures in every possible way. And I am.
All my invoices are done on the iPhone with TimeWerks. I just started using the new Quicken Mobile to take

pictures of my receipts and sync them with the new Quicken 2015. My printer has AirPrint. And I use Home
Depot's online estimating / material takeoff software for my customers and their projects. With that, everyone is
on the same page with the stores SKU#'s. And best of all - my new iPhone 6 should be in this week. Yes!
So my rocking chair has dust on it, I have no TV but my Apple Products are all humming away. Life is good.
This Christmas I am going to post-celebrate last year's, this year's and excitingly looking forward to the path to
next year's.

Type to you later. - Dennis

P.S. - Thank Chod for me for a great presentation. You all put so much into the club. It is greatly appreciated.

Letter to the Editor...
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( continues )

What I wanted out of Quicken 2015 for Mac wasn’t
improvement somuch as a path forward: I wanted to know
that when OS X 10.10 Yosemite shipped, I wouldn’t be
waiting for Intuit to issue yet another extension on life for
Quicken 2007. I picturedmyself setting up (as I hadbefore)
a virtualmachine running anolder versionofMacOSX just
to keep Quicken 2007 alive. Horrors.

I have tried nearly everyQuicken alternative over the last
five years, including Mint and the terrible Quicken
Essentials, and none suited me. Some couldn’t import the
full 15 years of data from my Quicken file; others lost
valuable information in conversion; and many just didn’t
match the way I thought about recording transactions and
running reports, something that Quicken had certainly
shaped. (Quicken emulates the approach of paper
accounting ledgers in termsofhowtransactions are entered
and discretely represented as line items, but it isn’t
skeuomorphic— no torn page edges or leather stitching.)

Quicken 2015 isn’t awful. That’s great praise given
how bad Quicken Essentials was and Intuit’s long-running
inability to update its flagship financial software for a
platform of customers who desperately wanted a new
version.At$74.99,Quicken2015 is alsonotcheap,butgiven
the small amount I’ve paid for minor updates to 2007 over
the years, I was willing to plop my money down.

But for my purposes, Quicken 2015 still isn’t fully baked.
After finding much to like about it, including a crisp
interface, a better way to specify transaction details, and
good connections to online financial accounts, its failure to
import my Quicken 2007 reports (honed over 15 years for
business and personal tax and other reporting) and its lack
of report customization makes it a non-starter.

Quicken 2015 could be adequate if you don’t rely on its
reportingor don’tmind its simple set of reports.That could
be true if you don’t need detailed itemization and
summation reports for tracking income and expenses as a
sole proprietor or small corporation. Some people use
Quicken just to enter or download transactions and then
check them off, keeping their budget in line and ensuring
there are no illegitimate charges. Because I use a large set of
custom reports to manage my business — from tracking
income to filing city, state, and federal taxes— I’m holding
out to see if Intuit addresses the reporting limitations.

A bit later in this review, I’ll get into themissing features
of importing and reconciling. (I didn’t test the mobile app,
as I don’t plan to use this release, and the mobile app has
extremely limited features.)

Critical Advice before Starting -- Before I start on the
review proper, if you’re converting from Quicken 2007,
please read the following advice. I made mistakes so you
don’t have to.

• Don’t leave Quicken 2007 running. I know Intuit
already tells you that, but you really must close it or
the import will mess up completely.

• Have patience. It can take 30 minutes (with mobile
sync) to import a large Quicken 2007 file and then
sync everything. Intuit has done a lousy job with
threaded and asynchronous operations. Despite
many spinning rainbow cursors and apparent
freezes, the program is working — I never saw it
actually crash during multiple import tests.

• Be careful when you set up connections to online
banking, credit card, and other accounts. Quicken
attempts to match up accounts you already have
with ones on the financial server, but I found a
number ofmismatches.Had I clicked to proceed, I
would have wound up with transactions imported
into the wrong account and then had to back those
out and relink. (Quicken 2015 offers multiple levels
of undo, but not for every operation, and you can
break the chain of undos across accounts and
launches.)

2015: Close, But Not Yet Acceptable
by Glenn Fleishman
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• Match transactions with care. If you create an online
linkage in accounts that already have manual
entries, youmaybe floodedwithduplicates. I spent
almost two hours manually matching transactions
to be sure that my records corresponded.

Now on to the meat.

ARandomWalkDownQuicken 2015 --This new release
is crisperandcleaner thanQuicken2007. Intuithascreated
an up-to-date Mac program that looks like it was written
this year, and that acts as expected. It’s generally stable, and
clearly has some auto-save capability. After a crash— the
only one acrossmany hours of imports and intensive use—
all my data changes were saved, but changes to the default
column view in every account were gone. Clearly, Intuit

needs to auto-save preferences, too. Also missing from
Quicken 2007 is automatic backuponquit— you’ll need to
rely onTimeMachine, other backup software, orDropbox
to retrieve older versions of your financials.

Quicken 2007 made heavy use of palettes and windows
and menu items, which was common in older Mac apps.
The 2015 version integrates theAccounts viewdirectly into
the main window, as well as reports, bill reminders, invest-
ment views, and budget. It’s a good approach, because you
rarely need to see those elements in multiple windows at
once. However, if you do want to bring up multiple items
atonce, youcan right-clickonany item in the list on the left
of themain screen and duplicate the view into its ownwin-
dow.

Preferences are similarly slimmed down: many options
are now gone and others are neatly integrated into
contextually appropriate places. For instance, right-click
anywhere on theheader bar of any viewand you can choose
columns to show or hide. (You can also click a Columns
button at the bottom right of the view.)

Entering and reconciling transactions in Quicken 2015’s
simplified view ismuch the sameas in the 2007edition, but
Intuit hasmade improvements in the amount of detail you
can attach in this update. Click the New button to create
a transaction or double-click on an existing transaction,
and you can modify simple details: date, payee/payer,
category, amount, and any other editable columns you
choose to display.

(Massive irritant: the default view doesn’t show the
Reconcile column, which would seemingly be the point of
integrating online accounts with a financial app. And after
thismany years, there is still no keyboard shortcut tomark
an item reconciled, my single most commonmouse action
in the program?)
Click Edit Details, and you get a four-tab view

containing:
• Details, which provides more information
• Splits, a feature carried over from earlier Quicken

versions to break a transaction into pieces
• Attachments, for adding photos of receipts and tying

into the mobile version
• Checks, which let you set up check printing for

transactions ( continues )
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Altogether, transaction entry and editing is improved,
but it often requires more clicks or pressing Return than
should be necessary. If I press Return, that signals “I’m
done editing” in most software; in Quicken 2015, it ad-
vances to the next field if the cursor is in the date or payee/
payer field, and accepts the transaction and records it only
when the focus is on the category field.

If you’re familiar with Smart Payees from Quicken
2007, the change in Quicken 2015 may be maddening.
Smart Payees used patterns or partial matches to identify
similar items or rewrite them from imported online trans-
actions or imported data files to improve reporting. For
instance, one grocery store chain in Seattle shows up onmy
credit card bills as several because each store has a unique
number. Quicken 2007 had “learned” all these, and they all
collapsed on entry to a single line item.

In Quicken 2015, the Smart Payees set of rules has dis-
appeared, and you’re left with a simple text entry. If there’s
a way to edit these rules I haven’t found it, and if it’s really
gone, that wouldmean that all imported entries from 2007
wouldhave changed fromstoringboth theoriginal data and
the display/report name to just the plain text of the
matched name— reducing utility in my older records!

The category entry has also been simultaneously im-
proved andmadeworse. Start typing in the field, and it pre-
fills matching entries and also provides a useful pop-up
menu with all the matching options. However, unlike in
Quicken 2007, you can’t type a colon to jump to the next
level in hierarchical category. For instance, if I have “Busi-
ness:Hardware:In-State” defined, I can pull reports for
Business, Business + Hardware, and Business + Hardware +
In-State. In the past, I could type bus and then a colon to
leap to the end and start autofilling the next level.Not so in
Quicken2015,whichdramatically reducesmymanual entry
efficiency.

Linking toOnlineAccounts --Oneof the hardest parts
of stickingwithQuicken 2007 is that banks andother insti-
tutions gave up supporting it over time. My credit union
dropped its legacy support two years ago, insisting that I
could just switch to Quicken Essentials. No thank you.
Happily, Quicken 2015 supported six different institutions
that I entered, which reduces a lot of themanual work I’ve
had to do.

The online connection seems to be among Quicken
2015’s strongestnewcomponents, althoughIntuit removed
the familiar reconciliationscreen in the interestof simplici-
ty. That’s a good choice, but it means retraining this old
dog.

EachQuicken account, like a bank account or loan, can
be linked directly to an institution, but the first time you
connect to a site at which you have multiple account num-
bers associated with a single login, the software prompts
you to associate all accounts. You can opt to create a new
Quicken account to associate, ignore it, or link it to an
existing local account.

After a first failed attempt to set up Quicken 2015 and
deal with duplicated transactions (the ones I had entered
manually and those downloaded from my various ac-
counts), I discovered that the app offers drag-and-drop
transaction matching. You drag a downloaded transaction
onto amanually enteredone, and itmerges the information
into a single, confirmed entry. This is nifty, but because
Quicken 2015’s online help is so terrible and there is, so far
as I could find, no manual, I learned this only after com-
plaining on Twitter and then searching the Web.

( continues )
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Intuit advertises this as a feature, too, but it’s unclear
what the utility is until you drill down into what the
companymeans by “drag-and-drop transactionmatching.”
This drag-and-drop interface replaces Quicken 2007’s
wonky transaction-matchingwindow, inwhich you viewed
downloaded items and accepted them one at a time, as a
whole, or worked to match them against manual entries.
This new method is far superior, and if your accounts
actually sync, you should need to use it only rarely.

With my accounts — including separate business and
personal accounts at my credit union — I found that it
wasn’t always possible to get everything to line up. This
surely has something to do both with the cruft of previous
data imported from Quicken 2007 and varying levels of
support for Intuit’s online banking standards.

For instance, I was unable to get a home equity line of
credit to match up until I realized that it probably had
outdated information already stored. Even though I hadn’t
linked it in Quicken 2015 and had been unable to sync for
years in Quicken 2007, the account remained set to sync.
Once I disabled and re-enabled online syncing for it, I was
able to create the linkage.However, I was never able to get

my home mortgage account to link correctly in all my
testing, though I don’t knowwhether to blame the bank or
Quicken.

The online sync, which is modal and cannot be canceled,
includes a transaction upload stage if you have mobile
access enabled. For some reason, on every sync, it wanted
to upload thousands upon thousands of my transactions,
even if nonehadchanged. Ididn’t put the time into figuring
out which account was causing the error, or if the problem
was with Quicken 2015 or the remote institution.

What’s Missing and What’s to Come -- To Intuit’s
credit, the company has been completely up front about
what’s not yet in Quicken 2015 and how it may add
popularly requested features. One expects, based on my
testing, bug fixes and feature adjustments as well. A
“compare” page [http://www.quicken.com/mac/compare]
at Intuit’s site shows two lists: at the top, it’s a “positive” list
showing every major feature across current and past
flagship products (Quicken 2015 for Mac, Quicken
Essentials for Mac, Quicken 2007 for Mac, and Quicken
Premier for Windows).

( continues )
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It’s odd to note when releasing new software, as Intuit
does in the top item, “free feature improvements includ-
ed,” but the company backs it up with a second list on that
page which shows all the lacunae! These proposed features
include everything that was dropped or needs to be added,
most of which was found inQuicken 2007 and all of which
is already in the Windows release.

This is bold and honest, and with the Vote buttons next
toeach item, IhopeIntuit is serious aboutmoving forward.
Given that Quicken 2015 dropped amortization support
(calculating loan principal for you), advanced reporting,
and bill-pay support, there’s plenty of room to grow.

This is an idiosyncratic review, I admit. I have my set
ways, which are undoubtedly different from how others
have usedQuicken over the years. Quicken 2007was suffi-
ciently rich and robust that everyone was able to choose a
different approach, and thus somepeoplewill find this new
release adequate.

People like me, however, need Intuit to bring Quicken
2015 intocloser featureparitywithQuicken2007 so it’s not
just a compatibility upgrade with fewer capabilities, but a
full-featured financial package that allows us to move for-

ward. For now, I’m stickingwithQuicken 2007 asQuicken
2015 is not ready for my version of prime time, but I’ll be
keeping a close eye on updates to see when it will meet my
needs. If you’re in that subsetof userswho justneed sophis-
ticated tracking and reconciliation, but not reporting,
Quicken 2015 may work for you as it currently stands.

Perhaps I am too forgiving. After so many years and so
many missteps since Quicken 2007’s initial release, I
should have given up on Intuit. (Do all Quicken users feel
like Charlie Brown, taking yet another run at Intuit’s foot-
ball?) But since I still can’t find a comparable package that
meets my modest needs for entry, sync, and reporting, I
have tohope Intuit succeeds in rebuilding a full 2007house
on 2015’s new foundations.

Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2014 Tid-
BITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008 TidBITS
Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative Commons
License: http://tidbits.com/terms/.
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The meeting opene
d with the introduc

tion of a guest - Lis
a Lomauro, who is

an illustrator and

photographer. She
later joined the club

. Dave explained Bi
ll Barr’s absence; he

is on vacation and D
ave

displayed a photo o
f him on the rim of

the Grand Canyon.
It was announced t

hat the New Jersey
Equine

Artists Association
, founded and direc

ted by our own She
ila Barnes, will be e

xhibiting at Farmst
ead Arts in

Basking Ridge from
October 18th throu

gh November 29th
. The opening recep

tion is October 19t
h. Sheila

is currently recuper
ating from knee sur

gery. The announce
ment was used to d

emonstrate the Rea
der

feature which displ
ays text only and re

move extraneous ill
ustrations, etc.

Chod Lang has an a
rticle in the Forum

about a group trip t
o the Apple headqu

arters in Cupertino
, CA

when Chod, Bill, D
ave, and two others

became Apple agen
ts and could sell Ap

ple products. Chod
also

mentioned other so
urces available to k

eep abreast of news
in the world of App

le such as MacSurfe
r and

Mac 360.

There was a short d
iscussion of the two

new iPhones. Doris
Kiziah would like t

o purchase a new d
esktop

and was offered adv
ice from several me

mbers. Chod Lang
said the low cost iM

ac is a “dumbed-do
wn”

version. Bob Fasan
ello said a new vers

ion is coming out o
n October 16th. Da

ve and Chod both s
uggested

refurbished machin
es at reduced prices

available on Craig’s
List or eBay, which

have the same warr
anty as

new models.

In a discussion of b
ackup drives, Chod

suggested saving as
PDFs. Lee Roth ke

eps old computers
for their

old programs, and h
as procedures for b

acking up at home
and at the office. C

hod stated that Flic
ker offers

free storage of pho
tos.

Lee Roth again sug
gested visiting the G

oPro Site.

At 1055, Chod Lang
began his presentat

ion about digitizati
on or so-called goin

g paperless. He has
started a

business of digitizin
g photo albums. He

demonstrated a mo
unt he fabricated fr

om PVC pipe to us
e the

camera of his his iP
ad as a scanner. He

used it to scan orde
r forms for a local g

ame butcher. Evern
ote has a

camera function, an
d there a Tiny Scan

application on the
iPad which makes a

PDF. The iPhone m
ay also

be used as a scanne
r. Chod now uses v

arious portable scan
ners such as the Ca

mCard scanner whi
ch scans

business cards and
copies them into an

address book. He a
lso mentioned Red

Laser for scanning
bar codes.

He demonstrated t
he Pan Digital scan

ner for photos and
transparencies whic

h records on an SD
card. He

also showed Shot C
opy, a device for ta

king pictures of slid
es or negatives with

a camera. Book sca
nning

may be done with D
IY devices, the plan

s for which are avai
lable on the web. A

kit is available for $
449. He

showed the Fujitsu
desktop scanner an

d the Sanji scanner.
He demonstrated t

he use of the Scan S
nap ix100

scanner for scannin
g and organizing re

ceipts, available fro
m Amazon for $229

. He also demonstr
ated the

previously mention
ed Fujitsu desktop

scanner. For organi
zing the data create

d by these scans, C
hod

recommends DEVO
Nthink Pro, an arti

ficial intelligence fo
r the Mac. He dem

onstrated the use o
f Hazel,

from noodlesoft, fo
r the organization o

f files. He closed th
e presentation with

PDFs of his late mo
ther, the

movie actress.

Meeting Notes October 4, 2014
by Hugh Murphy Jr.
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